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ABSTRACT

Designers and analysts of radioactive waste repositories must be able

to predict the mechanical behavior of the host rock. Sandia National

, Laboratories elected to conduct a development program on pressurized slot

testing and featured (I) development of an improved method to cut slots

using a chain saw with diamond-tipped cutters, (2) measurements useful for

_' determining in situ stresses normal to slots, (3) measurements applicable

for determining the in situ modulus of deformation parallel to a drift

surface, and (4) evaluations of the potentials of pressurized slot strength

testing. This report describes the preparations leading to the
measurements and evaluations.
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i . 0 INTRODUCTION

Yucca Mountain on the Nevada Test Site (NTS) is composed of a thick

sequence of volcanic ash-fall and ash-flow tuffs. This mountain is being

, considered as a site for a potential nuclear waste repository, and

feasibility studies for this purpose are being conducted by the Yucca

Mountain Project (YMP) (DOE, 1980). G-Tunnel, located in Rainier Mesa on

the NTS,intersects layers of welded and nonwelded tuffs that have thermal

and mechanical properties and stress states similar to the tuffs in Yucca

Mountain (Zimmerman and Finley, 1987). The availability of this tunnel for

in_nediate field experimentation allows Sandia National Laboratories (SNL),

a YMP participant, to conduct field characterizations of tuffs without high

excavation and facility development costs.

SNL is responsible for assessing the potential repository design and

performance as well as characterizing the geomechanical behavior of the

rock. Some of the major factors in repository designs are the stress

state, the deformability of the rock (described by the modulus of

deformation), and the strength of the rock.

The stress state can affect the rock mass deformability and strength.

The underground state of stress results primarily from (I) lithostatic

pressures caused by the weight of the rock; (2) tectonic stresses, which

are caused by deformations of the earth's crust; (3) structural stress

concentrations, which may be caused by rock mass inhomogeneities or

excavations; (4) historical loadings, which may result from previous rock

mass loadings and resulting theological behavior; and (5) thermal loadings,

which may be caused by geothermal conditions or induced by a nuclear waste

repository.

Deformability is the relationship between stress and deformation in a

" rock mass; knowledge of the deformability properties is necessary for the

safe and economical design of underground openings. Important properties
I

are the modulus of deformation for the rock mass, Young s modulus for

intact rock, and Poisson's ratio for both.

I-I
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Rock mass strength is the load-carrying capacity that develops as a

coznbination of the strength of intact rock and the strength of complex

interactions of intact rock segments separated by fractures or joints.

Determination of rock mass strength is an important consideration in making
t

stability predictions. Design of underground openings incorporates factors

for stress, deformability, and strength. Field measurements and tests

provide information to assess the impacts of these factors, Stability

predictions affect decisions regarding sizes and shapes of underground

drifts and ground support requirements.

Stress, deformability, and strength can be assessed through the use of

pressurized flatJacks inserted in the rock. The overall testing program

described here is called pressurized slot (PS)testing. This testing is a

developmental effort designed to (I) improve the technology of field

measurements of the mechanical properties of welded tuff and (2) obtain

field data for welded tuff to support YMP repository conceptual design

efforts. The primary thrust of the development effort has been to upgrade

and improve technologies that have been in use since the 1950s.

PS testing is potentially useful for measuring (i) in situ stresses

normal to slots, (2) rock mass moduli of deformations, and (3) rock mass

strengths near a drift surface at a scale large enough so that the measure-

ments are more applicable to a jointed rock mass. Features in the develop-

ment are

o improving slot-cutting methods using chain saws with diamond-tipped

cutters,

o cutting slots with fewer stress concentrations,

o using analytical techniques to guide data interpretations, o

o using impression flatjacks to characterize slot surfaces,

1-2
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o testing at a scale large enough to include effects of fractures and

inhomogeneities in the rock mass, and

, o evaluating new measurement techniques to enhance deformability and

strength investigations.

The preparations for, results of, and evaluations of the PS t_sting

activities are presented in three reports. This first report emphasizes

the preparations, contains background information, and defines the objec-

tives. Preparations include discussions of the slot-cutting developments

and descriptions of the physical components for testing including

equipment, calibration activities, a'_ measurement procedures.

The second report (Zimmerman et al., 1992a) provides a data suxmnary;

the data are organized into the three main topics of (i) normal stress

measurements, (2) pressure-deformation measurements, and (3) high-pressure

testing results. Emphasis is placed on providing appropriate pressure

histories.

The third report (Zimmerman et al., 1992b) involves interpretations of

the data and applications for determining the stress-strain response of the

' rock mass. Analytical techniques are emphasized. A s_1_ary of pertinent

findings and recommendations for future development efforts are presented.

1-3
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2,0 BACKGROUND

Background for the PS testing is provided by discussing the basic

methodology that has been developed. Development periods are discussed
P

here in terms of stages, Stage I consisted of early developments where

slots were cut with drilling processes and measurements were taken on the

rock surrounding the slot. Stage 2 brought about improved slot cutting

techniques and additional rock deformation measurements taken within the

slot. Stage 3 was initiated by this effort and consisted of improved rapid

slot cutting developments and formulations of additional analytical

techniques.

The first stage was initiated in France (Mayer et ai., 1951, and

Tincelin, 1951), Schematics illustrating the concepts used in Stage I

applications of flatJacks to measure in situ stresses and modulus of defor-

mations in a rock mass are shown in Figure 2-1. In this testing, metal

pins were located on both sides of the slots before the slot was cut, and

distances between the pins were measured. The slot was cut using a line

drilling method and the flatjack was grouted in. The flatJack was then

pressurized to restore the pins to their original positions. The flatjack

pressure to restore the pins to their original positions was taken as the

measure of the in situ stress normal to the slot and is called the flatjack

cancellation (FC) pressure. The pins were located irlnonlinear strain

gradients, and approximations were required to extract single values of the

modulus of deformation, which is a value describing the general

deformability of a rock mass.

Several investigators made important contributions to the evolution of

the Stage i PS testing. Alexander (1960) improved the process somewhat by

taking measurements between reference pins located across the slot. The

application was similar to the one defined by Kruse (1963), which is shown

in Figure 2-1b. Kruse changed the process used by Mayer et al. and

Alexander by deepening the location of the flatjack and the measuring pins.
w

Measurements were taken over periods of days and potential effects of creep

were considered in the results. Hoskins (1966) conducted a series of

laboratory tests to evaluate the normal stress-measuring technique and

2-1
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FLATJACK
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(b) ARRANGEMENT USED BY KRUSE (1963)

Figure 2-1. Schematics Showing PS Testing Concepts
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found that the FC method proved to be excellent in sound rock, but that the

effectiveness of the measurement diminished as the creep became important.

He s_ggested that flatjacks should not be used as stress monitors if rock

mass creep is a significant problem in the desired measuremeDt period.
I

Rocha (1966) initiated Stage 2 by proposing the use of an instrumented

flatjack containing deformation sensors. The emphasis was on obtaining the

displacement measurements in the slot rather than using the surface pins.

This meant that depth of measurement and location of the flatjack irl the

slot became a fac'tor. In a follow-up effort, Rocha and da Silva (1970)

performed me_surenients using instrumented flatjacks. Their equipment and

test setup are shown in Figure 2-2. A feature in the Stage 2 development

was that the slot was essentially machined into the rock; that process

allowed both more refined testing on a larger sca].,_and the use of

removable flatjacks.

Deklotz and Boisen (1970) developed equipment and procedures to

determine the modulus of deformation and in situ stress in rock masses

using concepts pioneered 'by Rocha, but they presented no data or test

results. They reported on three serious problems that appeared to detract

from the usefulness of PS testing at that stage of develop_nent. These

problems were (i) stress concentration effects of guide holes required to

cut the slots, (2) rock mass creep, as reported previously by Hoskins

(].966), and (3) accuracy of converting field measurements to in situ

stresses and moduli of deformatJ.on. The problem associated with the stress

concentration was that the large guide hole caused a significant

rearrangements of stresses near the hole and subsequent measurements with

the instrumented flatjacK, were difficult to interpret. In another effort,

Vogler et al. (1976) fabricated large flatjack testing equipment and

applied the Rocha method. They found that the equipment worked well but

• they acknowledged the difficulties in converting the measured data to

modulus of deformation values.

In a later study, Bieniawski (1979) reported on the results of

investigations involving measurements of the normal stress and modulus of

deformation by three methods: the petite sismique, the Goodman jack, and
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the FC technique. In this case, the term flat jack applies to the use of a

flatjack similar to that used in PS testing, Bieniawski separated his

analyses into discussions of small and large flatjacks. He discussed only

small flatjack measurements, however, because b_ .felt that the Rocha and

, da SiIva large flatjack applications suffered from technical uncertainties.

}{e indicated that major problems in determining rock mass deformabilities

were evaluating the shape of the loaded area and the positions where

displacements were measured. The technical uncertainties of the large-

scale measurements were significant to the extent that he presented

flatjack data from surface pin measurements only.

Researchers in Portugal have continued with the Stage 2 applications,

The instrumented flatjack method, initiated by Rocha (1966), was developed

further and has been p_oposed to the international Society for Rock Mechan-

ics as a ,,Suggested Method for Deformability Determination Using a Large

Flatjack Technique" (Loureiro-Pinto, 1986), In considering the three

problems outlined by Deklotz and Boisen, the suggested method does not

address problems of the. guide hoIes. Creep evaiuation techniques are

suggested but not defined. Finally, the analytical methods to determine

the modulus of deformation are an extension of the Rocha met.hod. The

analytical techniques emphasize effects of crack growth in the plane of the

slot. The suggested method is limited to Rocha-type flatjacks having a

partially rounded surface or rectangular flatjacks and to slots located

near the surface. Application._ ;rh other configurations need additional

numerical modeling.

This third stage of PS development was initiated by SNL in the

G-Tunnel Underground Facility (GTUF) primarily to restructure PS applica-

tions and address the three problems listed by Deklotz and Boisen. First,

the guide-hole problem was addressed by improving slot-cutting methods so

that guide-.hole effects are eliminated. This problem led to the

deve.lopment of the chain saws with diamond., tipped cutters that are

discussed in this document. Second, time-dependent behavioral effects weremethod, These time

reduced with the relatively rapid chain-saw cutting

effects were monitored as part of the measurement process. Finally,



improved analytical techniques that addressed the measurement

intrepretation problems were applied. The results provided in these three

reports provide the documentation for this third stage, High-pressure

flatjack testing with potential applications to rock mass strength

measurements, an addition in this third stage of development, has been made

possible because of the smooth slots that can be cut in the rock mass.
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3.0 OBJECTIVES

In this document, PS testing involves using thin slots that have a

surface: area of at least i mz, This size was selected (I) to ensure that
Q

the eff¢_.ctsof joints, whose frequencies in G-Tunnel have been reported to

vary from 3-4.5 joints/m (Langkopf and Gnirk, ].986), are factored into th_

measurements taken from the slots and (2) to be achievable with proposed

slot-cutting methods and flatjack fabrication techniques, This scale of

testing is an enlargement over normal borehole methods and larger than

plate-loading tests (Loureiro-Pinto, 1986). A feature of this testing is

that each slot can be cut into the rock so that flatjacks can be inserted

without the use of a coupling medium.

Specific program objectives were to

I. develop slot-cutting methods that would provide a smooth slot

surface and minimize stress concentrations at the rock

mass/fla.tJack interface;*

2, use surface pin measurements to determine in situ surface stresses

normal to slots;

3. perform pressure-deformation measurements with instrumented flat_

jacks in thin slots to determine the modulus of deformation of

jointed, welded tuff;

4. use uninstrumented flat jacks to develop high pressures for

evaluating in situ strengths °,and

5. use analytical techniques for interpretation and conversion of

data,

*Underlined items are not addressed in this text.
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Achieving Objective I allows the other objectives to be accomplished.

One of the contributions of developing the slot-cutting methods is

achieving the ability to cut the slots quickly, thereby decreasing

poter_tia], time-dependent effects as was seen by Hoskins (1966). Achieving

this objective also opens up opportunities for other rock mechanics

applications, such as defining blocks for heated block experiments or

developing thermal stress measurements using flatjacks.

A smooth slot also allows the measurement pins to be placed closer to

the slot, Sensitivities are improved so that Objective 2 can be achieved.

Achieving Objective 3 enhances measurements of the rock mass modulus

and can provide aI_ alternative to plate-loading testing, whfch is used as a

proposed standard in international rock mechanics testing (Brown, 1981).

Plate-loading tests are laborious, expensive, time consuming, and have two

major limitations: the stress is applied in a direction normal to a

recently disturbed surface and the volume of rock affected is somewhat

small, As a comparison, PS testing equipment is relatively expensive, some

time consuming, but effective testing volumes can be greater and testing

times are greatly reduced, Also, the direction of the measurement is

parallel to the surface in potentially less disturbed rock.

Achievi_g Objective 4 allows flat jack techno.]ogy to be further

developed. The cutting of a slot with a smooth surface allows high-

pressure flatjack testing that carl be used to evaluate rock mass strengths

near the surface of underground opel_ings,

Achieving Objective 5 is essential to accomplishing Objective 3

because data interpretation for PS measurements is a known problem (Deklotz

and Boisen, 1970), The goal here is to try to use analytical techniques

and numerical modeling to minimize costly laboratory measurements to

establish the reasonable conversion factors for converting mechanical,

sometimes nonlinear, measurements to desired rock properties.

3-2



The data obtained from testing of this type, in particular those data

obtained with Objectives 2, 3, and 4, can be used in repository conceptual

designs. Field data of this type are needed to evaluate assumptions

required in current conceptual design efforts and to provide data that can
J

be compared with results from other testing activities (Zi_nerman and

Finley, 1987).
I

This text addresses Objectives i, 2, and precursive investigations to

Objective 3 and possibly Obj_ctlve 4. Objective 5 is not discussed in this

text.
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4,0 SLOT-CUTTING DEVELOPMENTS

The slot-cutting method developed by Rocha and da Silva (1970) had

].imitations that were discussed by Dek]otz and Boisen (1970), The main
J

problem associated with the slot-cutting method was the presence of a guide

hole to hold the drive apparatus for the diamond-disk saw, One of the

first technical problems addressed by SNL was to determine if the slot-

cutting technique could be improved. The goal was to develop a new method

to cut slots that would eliminate the effects of the internal guide hole

required by the Rocha method. In effect, machined slots, without major

discontinuities, would be available in a jointed rock for f].atjack testing

without the use of a coupling medium. Two met.hods were investigated:

chain-saw cutting and wire-saw cutting.

Chain-saw-type cutters have been used with coal and soft limestone.

They are primarily large ripping devices that a£e used as und,rcutters in

coal mines and provide neither minimal damage to the surrounding rock nor

thin slots. In an early experimental effort, Comeau (Zimmerman et al.,

1987) used a small (bar < 0.5 m) chain saw with diamond tips to cut blocks

of granite and quartzite; this encouraged our efforts and led to the

development of the chain saws with diamond-tipped cutters.

Wire saws are known to be effective in granite quarries. The poten-

tial for using the wire-saw cutting method in an underground application

was reviewed because of potential cost advantages over the chain saws,

4.1 Chaln-Saw Developments

4.1.i Chain-Saw Development Stages

A set of general requirements was established for the demonstration of

the slot-cutting processes. These were that the slot width should be

capable of receiving a planar flat jack approximately 7 mm thick and that

minimum slot planar dimensions should be 1 x 1 m.
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A phased development effort was initiated (Zimmgrman et al,, 1987),

North Pacific Research (NPR) was placed under contract to pursue a three-

step development and demonstration approach. The first step was to modify

an existing wood-cutting chain to incorporate diamond-impregnated tips and

demonstrate the cutting effectiveness on a 15-cm-dia welded tuff core that

was readily available. The next step was to fabricate a large chain saw

such that a slot l-m deep could be cut for a proof-of-concept demonstration

to satisfy the general requirements discussed earlier, A slot was cut and

a I x l-m flatjack was successfully inserted. Based on the success of

cutting the 1-m-deep slot, a third step consisted of designing and fabri-

cating a chain saw that could cut a slot 2 m deep,

4.1,2 Chain-Saw Equipment

Figure 4-1 shows the l.l-m chain saw in piace. The l.l-m chain saw is

a hybrid unit consisting of a l,l-m-long bar made by Homelite and a 14-HP

Stanley heavy duty hydraullc chain saw drive unit, Mountings for the chain

saw were adapted so that the saw could be attached to a sliding sleeve,

which in turn was attached to a column that could be mounted uLLderground,

The ends of the column were butted against the roof and floor wit]_ wedges

to provide stability.

The slot-cutting technique involved cutting along a circular arc, as

sho_ in the configuration in Figure 4-1, until the bar reached the hori-

zontal position. Next, the saw was translated downward along the column

with the bar held in a horizontal position so that a rectangular slot was

formed. The slot was slightly longer than it was deep because of the

geometry of the saw. The actual rock-cutting process was abrasion of a

harder diamond tip on the slot surface under normal pressure from the bar.

Water was applied to facilitate cooling and to remove cuttings.

!

Figure 4-2 shows the larger 2.l-m chain saw in piace for a cut in the

floor. The 2.l-m saw was mounted on a ring so that the bearing (orienta-

tion) of the cut could be easily set. The ring was designed so that it

could be mounted either on the floor or on the side of a drift, The ring
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was held in place with rock bolts and kept in position with wood wedges as

I shown in the Within the ring hydraulically driven screw-feed
figure. was a

mechanism that was used to translate the drive unit along the column

located within the ring, The mechanism that controlled the angle of the

cutting bar and the drive mechanism for the chain was also hydraulically

driven, The hydraulic pump was operated by a 100-HP motor, shown in theI
background in Figure 4-2, The controls for the saw were mounted in the

panel, The saw was operated from a control panel not shown in the figure,

Ali chains incorporated diamond-impregnated tips, designed and

manufactured by Christensen Diamond Products, The tips were impregnated

with medium_,grade diamonds to a concentration of about 70%, The tips were

fitted to a chain link prepared by NPR, Figure 4-3 shows new and used

links for the 2,l-m chain saw,

4.1.3 Chain-Saw Cutting Disc,tssions

The chain-saw method proved effective for the use intended and was

selected for cutting slots for flatjack testing, An evaluation of the

chain-saw cutting is presented in Zizmnerman et al. (1987), and the details

are not repeated here, The paper concluded "that (i) inhomogeneities in

some welded tuffs present the most problems in cutting and (2) the cutting

bars and links have to be designed properly for effective use, Preliminary

investigations have been made and results suggest that (I) cutting can be

improved with different cutting fluids and (2) cutting processes can be

improved through further considerations of cutting speeds and pressures,"

The cutting rates reported were 0.73 m2/hr for the l.l-m saw and 2,80 m2/hr1
Ifer the 2.l-m saw,

The chain saws are expensive to fabricate. Most of the expense is in

the cost of the chain. Estimated equipment costs were $4,000 for the l,l-m

saw and $30,000 for the 2,1..m saw as used, In the early development

period, the completed chain links cost as much as $160 each, There were 50

links for the l,l-m saw and 64 for the 2.l-m saw; thus, chain costs were-,in

the $8,000-i0,000 range. Experience in G-Tunnel shows that a chain can
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be used for cutting a minimum of two slots in welded tuff, More could be

cut in nonwelded tuff. After cutting two slots, the tips can be worn to

the point that dimensional tolerances may not be met. It is apparent that

efforts are needed to develop extended lives for chains. Also, it is

suggested that the general cutting process could be improved with "better

mechanization" for the two saws. Better mechanization in this context is

the design, fabrication, and installation of feedback-based control systems

for operating the saws.

4.2 Wire Saw

4.2.1 Wire-Enw Applications

Wire saws are commonly used in quarries. Slots over 300 m z have been

cut, and it was assumed that the method could be adopted for underground

applications. Two cutting stages were required in the G-Tunnel Underground

Facility (GTUF). First, large diameter (0.5-m) holes were diamond drilled

so that the sheaves that guide the wire could be lowered into the rock.

These sheaves were attached to a guide apparatus that was mounted on the

rock surface. When the holes were in piace, the wire-saw apparatus was set

up as shown in Figure 4-4. The continuous tensioned wire was lowered

against the rock surface, abrasives were added, and the slot cutting

conmlenced. The abrasives, in combination with the tensioned wire, cut the

slot, and the sheaves sdvanced with the cutting. The wire was tensioned to

maintain alignment.

A major advantage of the wire saw is that it is relatively inexpensive

to fabricate, install, and repair. In addition, the technology has been

proven in surface applications. The wire-saw method was considered for

this testing because equipment could be set up in a selected region for a

slot, and the guide holes could be located outside the flatjack pressuri-

zation area. Thus, the guide holes would not be located in the region of

testing as was the case for Rocha and da Silva (1970).
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4.2.2 Wire-Saw Equipment

Figure 4-4 shows the operating (slot) end of the wire saw. Figure 4-5

shows the take-up end. The wire saw was fabricated and installed by

J. Peters of the Jema Corp., Cold Spring, Minnesota. The continuous wire

extended from the cutting area up over the upper sheaves, back to another

set of sheaves, and on to the take-up sled. The sled provided tension to

the wire and advanced as the wire translated into the rock. A slurry

consisting of water and silica-carbide was added as an abrasive. The rela-

tive proportions were selected by the contractor. Lead weights were placed

in the vertical assemblies that translated down the guide holes to provide

wire pressure on the rock. The nominal wire speed range was i,I00-

1,300 m/mino Wire diameters ranging from 4.7-6.4 mm were tried. Wire

diameters were necessarily small so that wires would not be strained

excessively on the sheaves. The size of the guide hole (O,5-m dia)

established turning radius limitations that determined the maximum diameter

of wire that could be used on the wire saw.

4.2.3 Wire-Saw CuttinE--

Evaluations of wire-saw cutting are discussed in terms of operational

and process aspects. Wire-saw cutting was attempted on one slot.

Operational problems were associated with the operation of the equip-

ment in the underground environment. Parts broke, feed systems failed, and

take-up systems had some problems in this initial demonstration. These

problems could be solved by engineering design and fabrication; solutions

are not emphasized here. The process problems are more pertinent to these

discussions.

The cutting ]>rocess consisted of the tensioned wire sliding over the

rock in the presence of the abrasive. The wire saw was used to cut a slot

_,, in the rock with dimensions of 1.9 m long and 0.81 m deep near the guide

holes and 0.74 m deep at the center. The slot was slightly less deep than

desired, but of sufficient depth to evaluate the cutting process. The most

persistent problem involved wire breakage during the cutting. Breakage was
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probably caused by strain hardening resulting from the passage of the wire

over the short radius of curvature for the guide hole sheaves (< 0.1 m).

Another problem was the presence of rock particles in the tuff. The wire-

saw was located in a moderately welded tuff that contained pockets of loose

4 rubble, Because of the presence of fractures and these rubble zones, small

particles of rock could be dislocated and wedged against the wire, causing

it to break. As a result of these problems, the longest continuous-cutting

period was 50 min. When a break occurred, the wire was joined and repaired

with silver solder, a process taking from 0.5 to 2,5 hr. A nominal cutting

rate under operation was 0,8 mZ/hr.
f:

_ The slot surface was visually not as smooth as the surface produced by

the chain saw. The wire appeared to form small grooves that were not

totally planar. This among other factors led to the eventual abandonment

_' of the wire saw from further considerations,

4.3 _ary of Slots Cut

Slots were cut in two drifts of the GTUF. Figure 4-6 shows a plan

view of that portion of the GTUF containing these drifts. The slots in the

Small Diameter Heater Alcove were located in a densely welded tuff, which

was part of the Grouse Canyon Member, Belted Range Tuff (Langkopf and

Eshom, 1982). This unit was reasonably uniform in texture. The slots in

the Experiment Drift were in a moderately welded tuff that contained

pockets of hard lithics that were easily dislodged from the rock formation

by the chain.

q '_,i Slots Cut wi_h the_l__l-m Chain Saw

The l.l-m chain saw was used to establish the applicability of this

method for cutting slots in welded tuff (Zimmerman et al., ].987), A total

of six slots were cut with this saw, all in ribs of Small Diameter }{eater

Alcove #i, The locations of the slots are shown in Figure 4-6, Table 4.1
q

summarizes the details of the slots. The slots are identified by the drift

followed by a two-character alphanumeric that identifies the individual

slot,
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TABLE 4-1

SUMMARY OF SLOTS CUT BY CHAIN SAWS AND WIRE SAW

Slot Nominal Dimensions

Cutting Identi- Length Depth Width
Methods fication Location (m)__ (m) _(_n)

l,l-m Chain SDH-SI Small Diameter Heater 1,02 0,99 9,5
Saw Alcove #l--South Side

SDH-S2 " 1,02 1,02 9,5

SDH-S3 " 0,53 0,31 12,7

SDH-S4 " 1.09 1,09 12,7

SDH-S5 " 0.53 0.18 12.7

SDH-NI Small Diameter Heater i,iO i,I0 12,7

Alcove #1--North Side

2.l-m Chain EXP-EW Experiment Drift.-- 2,74 1,98 12.7
Saw East-West Direction

EXP-NS Experiment Drift .... * ].,9]. 12,7
North-South Direction

Wire Saw EXP-WS Experiment Drift-- 1,90 0.74 6,4
Wire Saw Area

• Not cut to full rectangular shape,

Slots SDH-SI and $2 were the first two cut with the l.l-m saw. Slot

SDH-SI was successfully cut, proving the method to be feasible. These

first slots were demonstration slots that were to be capable of accepting a

1-m square flatjack. Unfortunately, the chain saw bar wore unevenly, and

the slot was not planar. Thus, the first slot could not be used for large

flatjack testing. A second slot, SDH-S2, was cut, but some of the rock

near the surface broke away, and the slot could not accept a 1-m square

fl_tjack. A new bar and chain were used for subsequent 1-m slots because

of problems encountered in the first two (Zimmerman et al., 1987). Table

4-1 shows that the widths of the first two slots were 9.5 mm. After
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increasing the size of the bar and chain, subsequent cuts had a width of

12.7 mm. SDH-S3 was cut with the new bar and chain, but could not be

completed because of rock failure problems which consisted of spailing of

pieces of rock near the surface. These pieces were formed by the surface

and intersecting fractures. Slot SDH-S4 was successfully cut, and the l-m

square flatjack was inserted, thus completing this phase of the chain-saw

cutting demonstration. Slots SDH-SI and $4 were later used for the high-

pressure flatjack testing (S Cycles). Slot SDH-NI was cut so that the

normal stresses (Cycles CI - C3) and deformation properties (Cycles DI and

D2) could be measured.

4,3.2 Slots Cut Wi_ith the 2,l-m Chain Saw

The 2.1-m chain saw was used to cut two slots, EXP-EW and EXP-NS.

These slots were located in the floor of the experiment drift, which was

formed by a moderately welded portion of the Grouse Canyon Member. One

slot, EXP-NS, was not completed to the full rectangular shape because of

cutting problems. The two slots were used for deformability testing,

Cycles D3 and D4.
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5.0 _PHYSICAL COMPONENTS FOR TESTING

Three major phases of testing make up the PS efforts: (I) slot normal

stress, (2) pressure-deformation, and (3) high pressure rock failure

' evaluations, The physical components for the first two measurements are

the same, and they are presented in Section 5,1, Physical components for

high-pressure measurements are covered in Section 5,2. A nonmeasurement

topic involves investigations with impression flatJacks. Details of these

are covered Iu Section 5,3.

5.1 Slot-Normal Stress and Pressure-Deformation Testi_iD_g

Slot-normal stress and pressure-deformation testing consisted of

deformation measurements taken while a flatjack was being pressurized and

depressurized. The FC measurements to determine the slot normal, stress,

identified as Cycles CI, C2, and C3, were taken in Slot SDH-NI. Pressure-

deformation measurements to estimate an average modulus of deformation were

taken in the same slot for Cycles DI and D2. Pressure-deformatlon

measurements for Cycle D3 were taken in Slot EXP-NS, and measurements for

Cycle D4 were taken in EXP-EW. Table 5-1 summarizes the C- and D-type

tests that were conducted. Each inflation and deflation is considered to

be a test cycle.

TABLE 5-1

DESCRIPTIONS OF PRESSURE-DEFORMATION TESTING CYCLES

Maximum _,
Pressure

Cycle _Slot Date Tested Flat aj___k _(MPa) _

CI SDH-NI 06/03/86 FJ30-1 3 6
C2 SDH-NI 06/03/86 FJ30-1 3 7

C3 SDH-NI 06/04/86 FJ30-1 3 8P

DI SDH-NI ].0/29/86 FJ30-I 8 9

D2 SDH-NI 0]./09/87 FJ30-2 13 3

, D3 EXP-NS 10/21/87 FJ30-3 I0 3
D4 EXP-EW 10/22/87 FJ30-3 9 0
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C-cycle testing consisted of flatJack pressure, borehole stressmeter

(BSM), and cross-pin measurements on the surface, BSMs were not used in

the D-cycle ineasurements, but instrumented flatJacks were added,

b

5,i,] .Layouts,

Two layout configurations were used 'In this phase of testing. First,

testing for Cycles CI, C2, C3, DI, and D2 was conducted in a vertical, slot

(SDH-NI) in the north side of Small Diameter Heater Alcove #l, In this

phase of testing, the flatJack was located near the suzface, Figure 5-1

shows the layout details of the measurements for these cycles, The major

features are the measurement lines, numbered i through 4, which were estab-

lished between reference pins bonded to the surface, BSMs were installed

in holes positioned near the center of the expected loading region for the

Instrumented flat Jack,

In the second configuration, Cycles D3 and D4 were conducted in the

floor of the experiment drift in Slots EXP-EW and EXP-NS. Flatjacks were

located deeper in the slots in these measurements, Slot EXP-EW was cut

perpendicular to the major Joint set, and Slot EXP-NS was cut parallel to

this set, These slots were cut with the 2,l-m chain saw, and testing was

performed at depths between 0,5 and 1,3 m to decrease the influence of the

drift surface on the measurements. Figure 5-2 shows a schematic for the

testing. The figure al.so shows that Slot EXP-NS was not rectsngu].ar,

Difficulties were encountered irtcutting the slot with the 2-m saw, and a

decision was made to conduct Test D3 in the s1.ot configuration shown, lt

was assumed that there was sufficient slot area with the configuration

shown,

5.i.2 Ec_iLtj_i_pment

Equipment required for the testing is shown in Figure 5-3, The

components necessary to pressurize the slot included a Haskel ptunp (Model

MS ilO), pressurized nitrogen gas, pressure gages, 3,2-mm-dia stainless

steel tubing, and appropriate fittings and val.ves, The }-{askelpump is an
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automatic cyollng, simple ratio pump, which was connBoted to the nitrogen

supply, and used a re]ative].y la_:ge 'piston area to drive a small-diameter

hydraulic plunger, '.['hehydraull+c plt.tngo_"increased the hydraulic pressure

tn tile system,

Pressure gages were p].aced in the system to monitor pressure at the

nitrogen bottle, between t[m l.laskelpump and the flatJack (hydraulic

pressure line), and on a line connecte:d to the flatJack. Two Bottrd.on-type

pressul.'egages were used to monit;or hydt'aulic pressttre, Ot,e had an upper

limit- of."34 MPa and the other 6,9 MPa. Relief va].w_s were also placed at

crit:.l.c'_tl locatf.ons to pl:event overpressuriza, tion of the system,

The switch and bsl.atme unit was connected to the strain indicator to

ali.ew balanc:l.ngand monitoring of:'the multiple sensors for instrtunented

flatJack testing, which .is d(-_scribedlater, Data recording instrumentation

ineiLtded a st.rain irtdic_tor (Vishay-Micromeasurements, Model, P-3500) and a

swltJ_h and balance unit (Vishay-Micromeasurements, Model SB-I). Balancing

was necessai.'yso that the range of the transducer input was not surpassed

duritag the test:, During testing, microstrain was read directly from the

strain indicator at spectf:ted pressures and manually recorded,

Measurements ._"rom the different sensors were read by changing the channel

ass:l.gnmet'tts at the sw:Itch and balance unit.

The two BSMs used ira the measurements were manufactured by Specialty

Engineering Assoc.l.atesbased on a design by Cook and Ames (19'79). A BSM

forms a rigicl .l.ncl.us:lonIt_ the rock mass when wedged in a borehole. The

wedging action keeps the stressmeter in place dut:ing monitoring. Changes

in t[_e stress field normal to the borehole are reflected in changes in the

dlmens:[ons of the stressmeter, BSM signal output can be expe.rimentally

related to st:ress changes in the rock through spec,ial calibrations (Hawkes

and Bailey, 1973),

The BSM consists Hf a stainless steel outer body, which is wedged in +

the borehol.e. Within the body is a sensing element that: consists oi + a

brass plug containing four alloy gr:ld strain gages. Two of the strain

gages read the compression of the plug, and the others provide temperature
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compensation in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. The two BSMs were

identified as 9N and ION.

A _ittemore Strain Gage, manufactured by Weidmann Machine Co.,

provided a direct mechanical readout in inches across a gage length of

25.4 cm (I0 in.). The resolution of the gage is ±0.0025 mm (±0.0001 in.),

but the actual accuracy is approximately ±0.025 mm (±0.001 in.) because the

gage is operated manually and is subject to visual interpretations.

Table 5-2 provides physical details regarding ali the flatjacks. The

table lists pertinent dimensions and design and manufacturer information

for flatjacks indentified as instrumented, high pressure, and impression.

5.1.3 Instrumented Flatjack Details

A nonstandard measurement device in this testing is the instrumented

flatjack. Instrumented flatjacks were used as pressure devices in the FC

measurements without formal recording of sensor displacements. The sensors

were monitored to ensure that they were functioning. The sensors were

formally activated for the pressure-deformation testing. The instrumented

flatjack is discussed here so that it can be easily referenced in later

discussions.

Instrumented fiatjacks consist of four components (Figure 5-4):

o stainless-steel loading sheets,

o a stainless-steel perimeter frame with electrical and hydraulic

access ports,

o individual deformation sensors, and

o an inner template to locate sensors and prevent flatjack collapse.

Design, selection, experience, etc., of each of these four main components

i are discussed subsequently.
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TABLE 5-2

FLATJACK DETAILS

Overall Total

Dimensions Thickness Sheet

Flatjack (cm) (cm) Thickness Designer Manufacturer

(Instrumented)

FJ30-1 a 76 2 x 76 2 0 74 18 ga NPR/SAIC b SNL

FJ30-2 = 76 ? x 76 2 0 74 18 ga NPR/SAIC SNL

FJ30-3 d 76 2 x 76 2 0 74 18 ga NPR/SAIC SNL

FJ39-1 99 1 x 99 1 0 75 18 ga NPR NPR

FJ39-2 99 1 x 99 1 0 75 18 ga NPR NPR

FJ39-3 e 99 1 x 99 1 0 75 18 ga NPR NPR

(High Pressure)

FJ20-1 50.8 x 50.8 0.79 13 ga SNL RE/SPEC

FJ20-2 50.8 x 50.8 0.79 13 ga SNL RE/SPEC

FJ20-3 50.8 x 50.8 0.74 18 ga SNL SNL/SAIC

FJ20-4 50.8 x 50.8 0.74 18 ga SNL SNL/SAIC

(Impre ssion)

IFJI 61 0 x 61 0 0 72 1.6 mil SNL SNL

IFJ2 61 0 x 61 0 0 72 16 rail SNL SNL

IFJ3 61 0 x 91 4 0 70 13.5 mil SNL SNL

IFJ4 61 0 x 91 4 0 70 13.5 mil SNL SNL

IFJ5 91 4 x 91 4 0 72 16 rail SNL SNL

IFJ6 91 4 x 91 4 0 72 16 mil SNL SNL

a. Contains template from older instrumented flatjack, FJ39-3.

b. SAIC" Science Applications International Corporation. •

c. Contains FJ30-1 template.

d. Contains sensors from template FJ39-1.

e. Exact specifications are questionable°
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As a load source, the flatJack must supply a uniform pressure across

the entire surface of the rock. This can best be accomplished if the

flatJack surface is completely compliant. Because the flatjack transfers

almost ali of its pressure to the surrounding rock, it needs very little

strength, except on the edges. In a thin flatjack, the unrestrained edges

have little area exposed to the internal pressure, but they must be capable

of undergoing large strains as the flatjack conforms to the slot. As a

result of these special conditions, the flatjack edge assembly is the most

difficult design problem. The outside sheets must be bonded (usually

welded) to the perimeter frame, and the sheet requires modest strength and

maximum flexibility. Slot smoothness and sheet thickness are other

considerations. If the slot surface is not smooth and the sheet is too

thin, the flatjack molds itself to the slot along the discontinuities

making retrieval difficult,

Design criteria for flatjacks included a maximum pressure of 14 MPa

(2,000 psi) and a minimum extension of 6.4 nun (0.25 in.) in the center.

This means that the edges of the sheets must be able to deform to allow the

flatjack to conform to the slot surface and accommodate this magnitude of

deformation. Experiences with 18-gage 301 stainless-steel sheets in

previous efforts by one of the authors suggested that this thickness might

be adequate. This size was tried irl preliminary effective-area testing

(Section 5.1.4.1) and proved to be satisfactory.

The second component, the perimeter frame, is a structural unit that

serves as a filler in the slot and as a feedthrough device for the hydrau-

lic lines and electrical leads. The thickness of the frame is selected to

achieve the desired thickness of the flatjack. One edge of the frame is

wider in the plane of the flatjack to facilitate the electrical connec-

tions. The design and fabrication of this thickened section proved to be

challenging. Welding of the outside sheets to the frame proved to be

difficult. When the outside sheets were welded, the temperatures rose

sufficiently at the electrical feedthroughs to melt the insulation and

cause the internal sensors to short. The flat jack was disassembled and a

ni k
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new feedthrough system designed, After many trials, a welding technique

was devised whereby the outer sheets could be welded to preserve the

insulation for the electrical leads,

An important consideration of the welding process was that the

flatjacks should be planar when cool. Early flatjacks were warped and were

difficult if not impossible to insert in the slots, Planar flatjacks

require less tolerance between the flatJack and the slot, and deformations

of outer sheets can be reduced,

The third component is the sensor. The sensor is designed as a spring

device so that the outer edges rest against the inside surfaces of the

sheets. Different types of sensors were considered in the developmental

part of the testing (circa 1982) including (I) solid state strain gages,

(2) linear variable displacement transformers (LVDTs), (3) capacitor

gages, and (4) strain-gaged arches. These are briefly discussed.

The solid state strain gage is very rugged and is the most sensitive

of the systems reviewed. The solid state gage has extreme temperature

instability, a condition that might be difficult to control or compensate

for in planned testing, and it was removed from further consideration.

Direct current LVDTs were too large to mount inside the flatjack and

operate in the desired direction. The smaller alternating current LVDTs

would have required special mounting linkages. Also, the problems of using

alternating current in a sealed flatjack in field testing caused this type

of device to be removed from further consideration.

A concept using the entire jack with its meta], plates in a capacitor

arrangement seemed attractive, and a preliminary study was made. In order

to meet anticipated stability and sensitivity requirements, the simple

capacitor rapidly became a complex multimaterial sandwich, and the signal

conditioning requirements became expensive. Thus, capacitor concepts were

removed from consideration.
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Strain gages have been used with variable success in rock mechanics

testing and would not have been the first choice for this type of sensor if

viable alternatives existed. Strain gages must be properly bonded, and

wires must be protected from moisture intrusion for successfu], use. The

final approach was to attqch strain gages to stainless-steel arches as

shown in Figure 5-5, The arch was pinned to the template so :Lt could

rotate freely, The inherent spring action of the arch kept the edges in

contact with the flatjack sheets.

The internal template serves two purposes. First, it locates the

sensors at specified places within the flatJack. Also, the template serves

as a frame for pin connectors to the sensors so that they are free to

rotate about an axis parallel to the plane of the flatJack. The second

purpose of the template is to serve as a clearance protector for the

sensors, The sensors were designed with a minimtum displacement range, and

the sensors can be damaged if they are closed too tightly, Spacer blocks

on the template prevent the flatjack surfaces from overcompressing the

sensors.

5.1.4 Calibrations

Calibration requirements for slot-normal stress and pressure-

deformation testing were related to the instrumentation used. Pressure

gages were calibrated in the SNL Calibration Laboratory. The Whittemore

Strain Gage has a calibration standard that was used in the measurements to

ensure repeatability. Instrumented flatjacks and BSMs are nonstandard and

required additional calibration efforts. Details for instrumented flatjack

calibrations are provided in the Appendix.

5,1,4.1 Instrumented Flatjacks

Measurements described in the Appendix have shown that the effective

area for the 0,8-m flatjacks was 0.93 times the product of outside dimen-

sions. The calibration factors for the internal sensors are expressed in

terms of #a/mm. Results are summarized in Table 5-3,
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STRAIN GAGE

II I --- ./o--_
t-_-..---------,_ STAINLESS STEEL

19mm

76mm HARD STEEL CONTACT

3.2mmS. ___- 6,3mm(min,) l_,5mm (max,)
1.6mm HOLE

Figure 5-5. Flatjack Deformation Sensor Details
,b
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' TABLE 5- 3

CALIBRATION FACTORS FOR INSTRUMENTED FLATJACKS

Senso.i_i
I 2 3 4 5

Flatj ack (#a/mm) (#c/mm) (#_/mm) (#_/mm) (#a/mm) Calib
lD Cycle _..±_c __iSA__a ____+_¢ _ i_a __ _i__¢ Date

FJ30-1 CI,C2,C3, 192,9 ].88,6 197,4 185,2 186.8 3/6/86

DI + 0,7** -J_0 8 + 1,8 + 0,9 + 0,6

FJ30- 2 D2 ].9].,4 ].90,2 1.98,7 186,4 186,9 12/2/86

4_.3.9 -± 6.6 4- 13,2 -± 4,6 4_ 4.3

FJ30- 3 I)3,D4 179,0 178.1 178.0 177.9 178,2 6/2/87

+_ 3,4 -± 3.4 + 3.9 ! 4.9 -± 5,7

*Linear regression slopes by method of least squares; "microstrain" is

synonymous with "counts" in this context,

**Numbers with ! refer to Y Standard Error and are in units of #c

(Appendix A).

5,].,4,2 Boreho].e Stressmeters

The BSMs were calibrated by directly loading the units in a load

frame, The BSM was incrementally loaded with un±axial force parallel to

the dlalnetral sensing element while monitorlrlg and recording the output,

The results were nonlinear, but linear equations were fit to data app].i.-

cable to the expected range of operation for the BSMs, The results are

Calibration Constant Standard Error Range

9N 0,6945 + 7.90 9.8-24.6 4

.[ON 0,6908 4_ 6.15 7,4-24,6
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5,1,5 Measurement_Procedures

5,1,5.1 N0rmal-Stress Measurements.

Measurement procedures for the FC process included

i. installing pins and BSMs at proper positions in the rock before

cutting the slot;

2, measuring distances between pins and BSMs;

3, cutting the slot;

4, preparing the pressurization and instrumentation system;

5, remeasuring distances between pins and reading BSM outputs;

6. installing the flatjack irl the slot in the designated position,

initi.alizing measurements for the flatJack pressure, BSMs, and

distance between surface pins, and establishing FC pressure

criteria;

7, seating the flatjack and reinitializirlg the surface pins and BSMs;

B. increasing the pressure of. the flatjack in specified increments

(nominally 0.35 MPa) and measuring and recording surface pin

distances and BSM outputs; and

9. terminating pressurization when cancellation pressure is estab-

lished and acquiring data during the depressurization.

5.1,5.2 Pressure-Deformation Measurements

Measurement procedures included the same initial procedures as the

normal stress measurements for Steps ].-5with the exception that BSMs were

not used, The remainder of the procedure included the following'

5-1.5
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1, Installing the flatJack at the proper position in tlm slot,

2. Initializing measurements for the flatjack pressure, surface p:l.rls

(if applicable), and deformation sensors,
i

3, Seating the flatjack in th_ slot by increasing the pressure to _

1 MPa (150 psi) and then releasing the pressure,

4, Reinitl.alizing measurements for the flatjack pressure, surface pin

(when applicable), and deformation sensors,

5, Increasing the flatjaek pressures in specified increments, nor-

mally i/I0 the maximum pressure planned, and recording surface pin

(when applicable) and displacement sen.qor changes until the

desired maximum Is reached. A pressure of 14 MPa (2,000 psi) was

the maximum pressure to be reached for Cyc].es I)1 and D2 and a

pressure of 10,3 MPa (1,500 psi.) for Cycles D3 and D4, Data were

acquired during the flatJack cLepressurlzation in the same

increments.

6, Decreasing the flatjack pressures in the same increments and

continuing to monitor the surface pin and deformation sensor

changes unt:l.1 zero pressure is reached,

5,2 High-Pressure Testing

tligh-pressure flatjack testing involves :Lnsert:[ng a f].atJack in a slot

and mont.toring hydrau].ic pressure and acoustic emissions (AEs) during the

loading process, The purpose of this development testing was to expl.ore

possibilities fnr making rock mass st:rength J.nterpret:ations, These

measurements are identified by the letter S, for stress, and a cycle

numb e r,

Acoustic emissions are microlevel bursts of acoustic energy that are

generated in mechanically loaded materials. The bursts are radiated from
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some source, which tony be a point:, surEace, or 'volume, £n the £orm o£

e].ast:£c waves t|-mt: travel, at: the. speed of _.JoundJ,n thnt inal,:_rJ, al, The AE

can be caused by crack growth or un[4teac.Ly crack sl, tp £n n nlat:erial,, Btl1:st:s

from unique wavei_ornn.,_ can be detected, possibly cotmted, and recorded, In

many AB act:[vi, tt,_s, bt.rrsts.I at:e descr:[bed by counts, which are the cunlula-

rive numbc._r o1:7 t:hresho].d crossings of a st.gna], me_gni.tttda, Si.gnals that

cross a spae:l.if:Led t::hreshold are counted over a _Jpecift.c period of time

wit:|lot.tt any further wavefor,a analyses, '['he_ eLtl]lUlat'l.ve nulnber oi:' crossings

indlcatas t.:tm :lntensit:y of the AE, C;ommercial equipment l.s avail.abl, e to

provide this :l.nformat:ton, If ve].,,_ei.t:y prof:tles and sensor :Locations are

kt]own, eottTlt_-_ c_lti be usc_d il_ sourc.e locat:l.on analyses (Koerner and Leaird,

].982), Mob,Jt: equipment tel.at:cd to these, types of. act:l.v'J.t:les has storage

1.:l,mi t a t i o n s t:h a t: r e s t:r .I,c t u s e s f o r t:h e h i,g.h - p r e s s u r e mea s u r emen t s p 1a nne d

in tht.s t:esti, ng, Thus, a different: system was de\,eloped, wl_ic.'h is dis-

cussed i.n (:he nex_ paragraph,

The syst:._.:m conft.gured for this t:esttng const, st:ed of s:l, lnulat:ions

recording of AE waw._L'orms, [)nta from eight: AE sensors were stored for

later dal:a processing, The goal. of th:[s measuremerrC system was to compare

AE :[nformat::l.on from lndl.vidua], sensors au a function of flatJack pressure

increases for t:he dif:'forent: S cycles, A form of t:he count system was used

to £ndl.cat:e t:|_e frequency o:g acoustic actt.vt.ty as a f:unction of flatJack

pressure and load:l.ng cycle for each sensor, '.['he focus here is to describe

the equipnlent: useci t.n t:hJ.s to.st:ing,

5,2,1 [_,a_Lyouts

Tab].e 5-/_ summarizes the h:l.gh-pr_:_ssure test].ng that was conducted,

Figure 5-6 shows the t:yl_t.cal. ].ayout:s for the slots used in cho high-

pressure measurements, SloL SDH-S1 was used for t:he init:lal testt.ng, 'rbe

sl.ot was select:ed because it: was furl:hest: from other slots, The s].ot was

not truly planar and uniform t.n cross sectt.on, and fl.atJacks failed at

].ower pressures than desl.red, The failures appeared at the port:t.on of t:he

s]_ot: that: was t:he wt.dest, Several passes w.[th the the.in saw had widened

the slot at the bottom, Slot SDII-S4 was selected :for the relnainder of the

test:ing tt was unt.form t.n cross sectt.on,
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M/IX '.l,_lltllll li

Pl:es 8ttt-o

' ,. s _. ,_mt:.J_x_ml.<_ .....12.tLt_,,__

,ql. 81)11,,8'I, b',120-I. 6 89 6/12/86

,q2 SI)H,,,,q:1. b'<l20 ,. 1 6 89 6 / 1.2/ 86

$3 ,.ql)II-81. l_'d20.,1 6 89 9/25/86

Sl) SI)H- $I, l?d20.. ;t 1.3 79 9/25/86

<q!ii S1)1.1- S1, I?J20 -,1. ],0 69 9/25/86
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The AE equipment consisted of

I 8-channel Amplifier-Signal Conditioner, manufacture l by Acoustic

Emission Technology, Model 140-8;

_ 8 Acoustic Emission Technology Accelerometer Sensors, Model C 30-L

(Resonant Frequency 30 kHz, Sensitivity of -75dB);

i Tape Recorder, Ampex, Model 2230;

I Time Mark Generator, Tektronix, Model 2901;

i Signal Generator, Hewlett-Packard, Model 654A; and

i Oscilloscope, Tektronix, Model 454.

The equipment was set up so that acoustic emissions were to be

received by each of tile eight sensors, lt was planned that each of the

eight sensors would have the essentially the same sensitivity so the

magnitudes and frequencies of the emissio'Ls could be related to sensor

locations. At the recommendation of Acoustic Emission TechnoloBy, il V

sine wave with a frequency of 30 kHz was substituted for the sensors and

input into the amplifier and oscilloscope. The gain of the amplifier was

set such that each input signal had the same amplitude on the oscilloscope.

The lead to the oscilloscope was then connected to the tape recorder and

the ii V signal was input as a reference signal for each of the channels.

A time mark _enerator was set for 0.05 ms increments and recorded on

another channel. This provided a time refrence for evaluating the

emissions.

Tapes were processed in the SNL Data Processing Center and results

were printed on a strip chart. Figure 5-8 shows a representative ouput of

" the acoustic emissions signals. The ii V reference is shown on each of the

channels. The relatively short time base (430 ms) for the figure was set

to _ilustra_e emis_iu_,s uL_.... rc recor_e_ The reference signal at a
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frequency of 30 kHz has a single cycle period of 0.033 ms, thus it is shown

compressed in the figure.

The tape recorder had a separate channel for voice input. Pressure

magnitudes were recorded on the tape during testing so that the pressure

record would be available for later data processing.

The sensors were attached to steel pins with C-clamps. The pins were

12 mm in diameter and 15 cm long. They contained a steel plate at the

sensor end, which had dimensions of 50 x 50 x 3 mm. The pins were epoxied

to the holes with a Devcon rapid setting epoxy. The holes were hand

drilled and were approximately 7 cm deep.

5.2.3 Calibrations

The AE sensor outputs were referenced to the signal generated by the

signal generator. The signal generator produced a reference signal of 2 V,

peak to peak at a frequency of 30 khz. The signal generator was calibrated

in the SNL Calibration Laboratory.

5.2.4 Measurement Procedures

The measurement procedures included the following °

i. Inserting the flatjack in slot at the specified position and

seated to a pressure no greater than I MPa.

2. Connecting ali recording systems, initializing the time mark

reference, and calibrating the sensor channels.

3. Increasing pressures in specified increments while recording AEs,

pressure, and time.

4. Terminating pressure increases at maximum pressure specified or at

failure of the flat jack.

5 - 23
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f

5. Recording AEs on incremental pressure decreases of the same magni-

i tude if maximum pressure is reached and continuing to record AEs.
L

i 5.3 Slot ImpressionsThe development of the flatjack testing brought out the need to better

_ characterize the surfaces of the slots. The impression flatJacks were

developed primarily as a safety inspection device in the high-pressure

testing to ensure that there were no voids or unwanted discontinuities in

the slot surface that could cause the flatjack sheet to fail. The approach

was to insert a flatjack containing copper sheets in the slot and

pressurize it to less than 3.5 MPa. The soft sheets permanently conformed

to the slot surface and could be studied and photographed upon removal from

the slot. Pertinent flatjack details are contained in Table 5-2 and test

details are provided in Table 5-5.

TABLE 5-5

SUMMARY OF IMPRESSION FLATJACK TESTING ACTIVITIES

Maximum

Pressure Usable

C_y_¢_!_ Flatjac_k Slot Date (MPa_ Failed* l_mpression

IS1 IFJI SDH-S4 06/03/87 0 138 Yes No

IS2 IFJ2 SDH-S4 06/11/87 1 620 Yes Yes

ID3 IFJ3 EXP-EW 07/31/87 0 276 Yes No

ID4 IFJ4** EXP-NS 09/02/87 I 344 Yes Yes

ID2 IFJ5** EXP-EW 09/01/87 0 414 Yes Yes

ID3 IFJ6 EXP-NS 09/01/87 0 172 Yes No

*Ali. flatjacks failed at weld contacts.

**Flatjack contained "soft copper."

5.3.1 Layout

Slot impressions were taken in three slots. The impressions were

taken in Slot SDH-S4 primarily for a safety inspection. Impressions were
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taken in Drifts EXP-EW and NS primarily for slot inspection in the deep

slots and secondarily for safety reasons.

5.3.2 Eq!_ipment

The equipment used for slot inspections was essentially the same as

that used for the hydraulic pressurizations. Slot inspections involved a

pne_.unaticsystem and copper flatjacks. For slot impressions, nitrogen gas

was used to pressurize the impression flatjack directly using the pressure

regulator on the nitrogen bottle. A pressure relief valve was included in

the connecting tubing to prevent overpressurizatlon.

Ali impression flat:jacks were manufactured from copper. The thin

sheets, either CllO "hail hard" or ClIO "soft," were brazed to the copper

perimeter frames; Table 5-2 gives details. The thermal conductivity of' the

copper was high and the brazing process was difficult because heat was

easily distributed into the sheets. Upon cooling, the sheets sometimes

buckled.

5,3,3 Procedures

The slot inspection includes the following major steps'

i. Set up pneumatic pressurization system.

2. Install impression flatjack in the specified position.

3. Inflate the flatjack to no more than 3.5 MPa and slowly deflate to

zero.

4. Remove flatjack, sketch a detailed schematic, and photograph it if

appropriate.

Ali of the impression flatjacks leaked. Most leaks occurred at the

seam between the perimeter frame and the sheets. When a leak developed

during a test, the flatjack was removed and attempts were made to close the
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leak_J with solder or epoxy, These underground repairs were not very

successful, When a leak was evident from pressure gage readings on both

sides of the f].atJack, the volume of nitrogen was increased unLil the

pressure in the closed end of the flat jack was at least 0,3 MPa, Pressure

of this magnitude was adequate to provide a limited impression with either

the half-hard or soft sheets, lt appears that the arbitrary upper limit of _

3.5 MPa could be reduced itri future efforts, A value of 1,4 MPa appears

reasonable,

These prob].ems point to the need [or flatjack leakage inspections

before use, This could be perfoi:med by the manufacturer, Attempts were

made Irl the field to detect ].eaks with a soap solution while the flatjack

was pressurized to approximately / kPa (]. psi), Small ].eaks in the

peripheral welds weI.'enot det'ected by this method, Also, such attempts

expanded the flatjack permanerlt]y, making installation more difficult,



6.0 SUMMARY

The material, in this report describes the preparations leading to the

fielding of the PS testing, The report provides documentation on the
A

experiment layout, the pertinent equipment, and the instrumentation.

'_ Instrumentation details include calibration procedures and results and

measurement procedures. This report is followed by a data .summary report

(Zimmerman et al., 1992a) and an evaluation report (Zimm_rman et al,,

1992b).
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APPl!;Nl)IX A

A

There are two call brat:ion processes necessary for inst.'rttmented[i'l.at-

_ jack testing: (I.)determining the e:f'fc_ctlvearea and (2) det:.c_rminl.ngthe

conversion factors for the dlsplaeelnent sensors,

The fl.atJaek is assumed t.o aet: as a membrane acting ovnr its fall.

area, but the fabrication process dictates that the cmcl.ost.ng she_:._t's of

stainless stee.l, be connected so that their contact area ts less than the

perimeter dimensions, A desirable ob,}oceive i:.:I to r_late the flatjaek

pressure to the actual stress being applied to the cock, and this is

accomplished using an effec.tive area, Tlm effectt.ve area .l.s the total

surface area of the flat,lack that in appl.ying a uniform pressure to tll_

rock, The effective area is detei:mtlmd by inserting a flat:jack t.nto a

special fixture thae can be placed in a large compression testing macl_ine,

The eest fixkure should be designed ao that the dimensions of the slot" are

represented, time is, the total, loading area and the sl_ek w:l.dtl_ in the

machine fixture should be representative of the in situ conditions. Once

this has been est:ablished, the flatJack is pressurized, and the total, force

recorded on the testing machine, The effective area is equal to the t"occe

measured by the testing machine divided by the flatjack pressure,

Effective are.as greater than 90._ of the gross flatjack areas are dc::strablc,.,

The process for measuring Lhc c_l!t_ecgl.ve area consisted of placing a

1-m square flatjack (7,4 mm thick) in a loading frame, The fl.atjack was

sandwiched between 12-mm-thick loading plat;es to provide smooth surfaces.

The flatJac.k was inflated to a maximum deformat-ion of 1.2 mm and then the

pressure in the flatJaek was increased tn 1-MPa increments, while the

deformation was held as constant as possible. The lo_lcl w_s increased in 1.0

1-MPa inc.rements to 10.3 MPa in t:hree separate cycles. In separate

m calibrat:t.on activ:l, ties, the 1.oad tel.1 or pressure cell was found to have a

maximum error of approximately 0,5._, The avera,e.,g effective area was 9,}F10

.i 52 cm a, This means t:hat the _f.gect:ive area was 96g of t:he outer

A-].
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d:l.ltlC:stul:l.orl_J, l.n mmt:tmr c-.,_l,:l,b_:at:.l,on p_,i,'l_Ol:l_lc:_d].tl a _t.ml, l.aL" IlllLrltiCll,_p gll_l

c-._l_f:'_c.'t:l,w_l!l.nt:laL_k ttrc_L c_.t!"118%wa,u clc_l:c,m,.I,n(,_dfo]: n 0,3-m _Jquarc-_ .f_l,al:)l_e,k,

g_l:l.ng a l,:l.rm_lr :l.t_l:_t:pol._lt:t.on, t::llc_ c_.t!'tf_._czt::l,w__lrc_a t_aat:or .i_'o_: tlm O, B-m

_Jqtmt'o flat:l_._c:k t._ est,t.mnt:_._ci t:o bc_ 0,93, At!'t:c,_r tf:l._l, cl .l.n_t_.tll, at::l.c_n nnd

t:c_t::Lns_, _ vt_tml :tn_._pc_c_t::LoI_o.if orm _.af tlm O, 8,.m _l,_._t:ilt_ek._ _._lmwc_d that tlm

npp.l:ox:l.xrmtc_'ly 1.,2 c;m [_rorn tlm out:_t.dc-_ _dgc_ of t:hc_ l_l.nt:.lac?,k, '.l?tm v:[_Juall.y

1.oaclocl ar.c_a wou.ld c',ot'_."o,,_ponclt:o _n _f."fc_etlw_ nrea .f.'z_e,t:or of:' 0,93, nild l:l_ls

c.o n f.":I.rllm d t:h (:_ c:a ].:1.b r n t::1.o n -1:)as c,cl o ,at: 1.Illd:It;61,

x_lent:s c_[" c_[)po_i.n_T, _Jttrfnc'.os o1! t:l_c:_f'l, nt:.]aek, whl.c.h ttl:'_ hl.so _..tsst.uvlc_dI:o

rc_prose_rtt: t:tt_ deforlunt::l.ous oi! t:ht: c_ppo_l, nt_ sttl:'l_ztces oi rho sl.c)t, 'l:'h(_ tli.l.t_

V,.slmpod arc:,h beal:s z_gn:ln,_t: bot:h s ui:t!acc:_s; n,_ t:hc_ ,tur t!aee_,_ movc._, t:hc_ ztl:c_'h

clc_t."orms c_l_st:l, enll, y, nnd t:lic_ :_t:i:ain-gn,!.,,{_.,bn_t_d scmsl.ng ul.t_ment.s pl:oduc'.e

e].t_et:t':l.cal. ¢_tll:pttt:s, '1'1_{::outpt_t: oi." t:ht_ sCrz-_l.n gagt_ a_sombl.y t.s d:l.sp].ttyt:_¢t in

zt t:yp:Leal, f:l.el.d s_t:ra:ln gn_;o {llsp]ny tub:Lt:, 'l,ht_ esst_nt:lal, c:nl.:l.brat::[on

c:onsl.st:s oti' c'.ovro.l.nt::l.ng cL[,'tl)].zicc_l_lc!_l_tsat the. (._xtcls oi thc.:_ nrehc._s w:l,th t:hc_

o u t:pu t I:'lrom t h e s t: r a I.n _,z_g _ _t.

t?,ocau,,_-_c:_t:ht._ wa,_.__ ctcrvol.opvnc_nt of [orr:, one ot:; the pr.'eczill.l.',_tat':l.on

i.nve,,_ t:tgat:tc, n,.q was t.o cle.t.:_l:'ml.rlc_ t. [ t:he d_t!ornlnl::t.on ,,._en_:_orwz_s sen_:l.t::t.vc_ t:o

l_ydrc_st:at:l.c', pl;C::,_-l._._tll.'C_, The :l.tlst:._:ttrvlt_lt:c-_claI:'.c:h WaS p]ac, ed :In a p'_TtassttI'e.

chaufl, c_r atM pl_'e::tsurl.z_-_d to ].4. MPa, The IIIt_,t.Sttl:'eltlelll:S showod t:hnt: t:l_c_

road:l.r_gs (R) ccful.d b_ lt.he, fly rc,].atc_d t:o pr_ssurc_ (P), The t:'ollow:t.ng

l."e_l_tt.l.onshtp wns e.st:al_].l.shc._d t_zt_ed on 36 measul:cmmnt:_ on ono gage:

R *,, a + hP, (A-1.)

Whe l:e

"y

R = roadl.ng on stra:l.n :l.nd:l,cato_:

a - sl.op_: trit.elTc.:e[:,t ba,,._ed on 1.:l,nc-_z_r-].east.- c_qtlal:'e,cJ regression

(n = 188,6 t'_adout: unl.t:s)
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b - _Jl.opeba_od oil ].4,rmai:-loallt'-squaresregresslon

(b - 0,891,/t i:c_adout un£t:,s/MPa)

. P - hydi:ostatl,c prc.,_.s_lurc_on gage,

A u,._ofu.l,quantlt:y in owiluatlng ca],ibratl,ort accuraciss is the standard

_rror, Tlm Y standard o_:ror can be _xprossod as

wh c_ro

Yl "' c.lol._c_l._c.Lc-_nt:var],ablc_ at: i in the sequence

x i - t,nde+pondc:_rlt' wirl.abla at :I. t.n th_ sequence

ri ,,° numbei: cE data points,

'['he st'.ai_dard el:i:ol: [_or tl|i_ measurements related to Equation A-I was

0,9]. readout: unit:s, For i:lm i:eaclings taken, the error was less than 0,5%,

The pi::l.mai:y eal.ibrattorl of the deformation sensors consisted of

placing the llard si:uo],contacts b_-_twsenthe extBns:l,ons of a hand,.held

ca1.:l.per,'rho c::a].l,p_r'slrosol.ut:l.onwas at least 0,025 mm (0,001 in,), The

caliper was :l.rll,t;ial:tzod wl, t:h the sensor t.n the cl, ossd positt, on and then

tricl-easad in at ].east 1.0 uniform tncrnments until a maximum displacement of

lO millwas reached, The data acciltt.st.tion process was then repeated in the

same increments as tilecal[per was being closed, The data ware plotted as

¢ inlc:l:ostr.al.nvel,'SLtS ca].:l.perdisplacement, Tile slope and YSE for the

mea,:Jurements were detormlnc-_dand are given in the text in Table 5-3,
w

page 5-14,
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APPeNDiX B

_andfdaCe DaCa fo_: RIB

This r_por¢ Gorlta:l.n,.q tlo dat:a f!rom_ or f'or t,ne.].usion in, chc_ RIt_,

(]andtdato Data .frol: 8EPDB

ThivJ roport eorltat.ns no data [from, or' for ineltts:l.ot_ in, t',he SBPDB,
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